
A note on staging: there are two tiring areas  one behind the audience in trees and the other in the 

building up beside to the paths to the loos (behind the pergola) as I so poetically think of it. This gives 

the cast a substantial degree of flexibility, which they fully exploit. 

 

** 

Bringing the audience to attention, we have the prelude of Kaitlin on violin, looking simultaneously very 

cool and very stem; just in case you didn’t already know (is that possible?) It was clear we were not 

heading for a comedy. 

 

There was a comic touch to open it, though, with just the kind of playfulness you would expect from 

those on night watch. Barnardo (Andie Morgan) throws something to startle the guard. Roel Fox who 

appears in at least 4 roles starts his evening’s repertoire as Marcello We are introduced to Horatio (Huw 

Brental) who will go on to play such a fine part in the evening’s drama.   

The ghost (Rob Goll) appears silently from behind the audience and walks through them through the 

central aisle and then continues straight down and through pergola out to the garden beyond the stage 

area.  He also trails an impressively long black cloak behind him, which, added to his helmet, breastplate 

and shin guards, produce a forbidding appearance. 

Kaitlin Howard is back on violin, and most of the cast burst into song. Kaitlin is also on violin at other 

times, such as just after the ‘augury’ speech and before the fight commences at the end.  She’s one of 

the Players, too, and plays a recorder, just how multi-talented is this lady?  Lordy me, she’ll be turning 

her hand to directing next. When the Royal couple appear, Rob Goll as Claudius is suitably regal with 

Gertrude (Mary Saunders) by his side.  

As has become the custom, the audience is facing the pergola, and as Laertes (Jamie Myers) speaks to 

Claudius, we see Hamlet slowly walking up the path, half-hidden from sight with Laertes and Claudius 

oblivious to his approach.  It is such a useful prop that pergola, especially with the plants and pathways. 

 

Hamlet is in black, like the ghost, and both are ‘real Denmark’. Even ‘usurping Denmark’ is mainly in 

black when wearing his crown in formal situations. At other times he wears more leisure looking, multi-

coloured clothes and no crown. He seems to be having fun, perhaps even a bit of a playboy. He is usually 

seen as an efficient and competent king – albeit he got the crown via fratricide – and so this was a new 

take on things for me.  A small, but revealing, note on Goll’s Claudius is that he takes care to pronounce 

“to persevere” with an unusual stress, showing excellent attention to detail and maintaining the correct 

rhythm. 

My first (mistaken) notes talk of Tomas Loftus ‘growing into his role’ after an uncertain start. Well, that 

is how it first seemed to me, but I realised, by the interval, that I had probably been an unreliable 

witness. When Thomas started Hamlet’s first big speech I thought, ‘oh no I don’t like him’ in some 

trepidation, as obviously it’s a play that cannot work if one is not happy with the actor playing Hamlet. 

Then very soon, by the time even of “My father's brother, but no more like my father Than I to 

Hercules” I was at ease.  Later, I doubted it was because Tomas was feeling his way into the role but 



rather that the fault was in my perception. It had dawned on me that I do that with ALL Hamlets.  It is as 

if I need to get the last Hamlet I had seen out of my system before “accepting” a new version. I did the 

same with the much-lauded Andrew Scott Hamlet in Robert Icke’s production. Incidentally, like that one, 

the main speeches here are performed as though they were freshly thought.  This, for me, is the best 

way to approach all these iconic passages. Speak them naturally; do not turn it into a two-hour oration 

of famous quotes.  

A second viewing proved my later doubts to be on the ball.  I liked Tomas from the first.  Actually, I liked 

the whole thing better second time around and I was the one who had changed rather than the 

production was so very different (though that improved, doubtless, too, from only its second night).  A 

salutary lesson on not reviewing on one viewing but that, alas, is the norm for nearly all reviewers. 

I am in awe of those who play Hamlet.  It seems like a task of Everest-scaling scope to me. Tomas, 

however, conquered that high peak with a tremendous stage presence and inhabited the character fully, 

full of mood changes, hand and facial gestures, soft words, hard words, slippery words and constantly 

playing to others within the play far less us in the audience.  He appeared as genuinely infirm at times, 

and at all too brief moment when he was alone was such a relief that it was tangible to us all. 

His delivery of the ‘What a piece of work is man’ to Rosencrantz and Guildenstern (Andie Morgan, Kit 

McGuire) and the soliloquy once they leave, after that, were exemplary.  I can hear him say “pigeon 

livered” even as I type this. Also, the manner in which Hamlet acts out father’s death when the ghost 

recounts how it was carried out was hugely effective. Thanks to whoever thought of this. 

We get the first Gertrude speech too, from Mary Saunders, whose affection towards Ophelia is constant 

and touching throughout.  Speake of Ophelia, Bethany O'Halloran can break your heart with her 

description of the distracted Hamlet.  With only the hapless Polonius, the hypocritical Laertes or the 

corrupt King to turn to, she has no chance of coping with her terrible situation. One thinks, outside of 

the play, ‘if only she’d confided in Gertrude all along.’  

The evening was lit up by my stalwarts both individually and united. I think of Rob, as the ghost, 

speaking for the first time.  This tense passage had interesting sound effects off-stage.  They seemed 

Macbeth-ish, or perhaps that is my memory playing tricks again.  Alexander Gordon-Wood, giving out 

fussy old Polonius’s cliched advice (so often misattributed to Shakespeare himself as speaker of them).  

Then the two, together. 

It was most pleasing to see them interact. Claudius’s (and Gertrude’s come to that) faces are a picture as 

dear old Polonius rabbits on, delaying his vital (though misguided) ‘news’. Sorry, Alex, but by the end of 

this, stabbing behind the arras was the least you deserved: 

 

LORD POLONIUS 

This business is well ended. 
My liege, and madam, to expostulate 

What majesty should be, what duty is, 

Why day is day, night night, and time is time, 
Were nothing but to waste night, day and time. 

Therefore, since brevity is the soul of wit, 

And tediousness the limbs and outward flourishes, 



I will be brief: your noble son is mad: 
Mad call I it; for, to define true madness, 

What is't but to be nothing else but mad? 

But let that go. 

 

The famous beyond what the word ‘famous’ can convey, “To be or not to be” was unusually, 

(uniquely?), spoken to Ophelia. This worked very well and effectively saved much time by illuminating 

various developments in the one tableaux, and time is very much of the essence here.  We have about 1 

hour 20 minutes, then a break, which can never be short at King’s or everyone is caught short, and then 

about 40 minutes for ‘the second half’. With Polonius still alive into part two, you can imagine how 

hectic the last half hour is.  Murder, conspiracy to murder, suicide, attempted murder, accidental 

murder and more murder.  Bam! Bam! Boom! One after the other they tumble forward in a headlong 

dash into mass extinction.  (there’s a metaphor for something in there!). 

 

Therefore, I will follow suit and hit you with my highlights, which included: 

Roel Fox’s gravedigger trading banter with Hamlet.  

Ophelia slapping Claudius, which was a moment so cathartic that I felt like cheering.   

Returning to the gravedigger scene again, Horatio’s indifference to death and decay was very well 

performed. 

Hamlet’s interchange with the messenger bringing news of the proposed swordfight was outstanding; 

the constant ordering of the messenger to wear his hat, and wear it the way Hamlet wanted was very 

funny. 

Huw, already excellent as Horatio, grew even more in stature up to and including his ‘stage claiming‘ 

speeches at the close. Horatio takes the staggering and dying Hamlet on to the throne, and just before 

giving Horatio’s ‘now cracks a noble heart’ tribute, everyone knelt for the few seconds that the dying 

Hamlet was on the throne. I found that tremendously moving. Kudos presumably to Captain Crilly for 

that moment which gave a different flavour to a very well-known scene. 

There’s no Fortinbras here to either suggest a new beginning (if you’re optimistic) or that the cycle of 

revenge will never end (if you are realistic, which some people call pessimistic.) We are left with “good 

night sweet Prince”, a phrase my late father used to send me to sleep with, when I was but a bairn, each 

night - though obviously in somewhat happier tones! 

 

Thanks to all, as ever. 

*** 


